
zhè            

这            
this; these; (commonly pr. [zhei4] before a classifier, esp. in Beijing)

jiā            

家            
surname Jia; home; family; (polite) my (sister, uncle etc); classifier for families or businesses; refers to the ph...

de            

的            
of; ~'s (possessive particle); (used after an attribute); (used to form a nominal expression); (used at the en...

shéi            

谁            
who; also pr. [shui2]

bà ba           

爸爸           

(informal) father; Classifiers: 个



mā ma           

妈妈           

mama; mommy; mother; Classifiers: 个

tā            

他            
he or him; (used for either sex when the sex is unknown or unimportant); (used before sb's name for emphasis);...

tā            

她            
she

gē ge           

哥哥           

older brother; Classifiers: 个

dì di           

弟弟           

younger brother; Classifiers: 个



jiě jie           

姐姐           

older sister; Classifiers: 个

mèi mei           

妹妹           

younger sister; young woman; Classifiers: 个

gāo wén zhōng          

高文           

Gao Wen Zhong (name of a character in CLQ)

hái zi           

孩子           

child

nán            

男            
male; Baron, lowest of five orders of nobility 五等爵位



nán hái zi          

男孩子          

boy

nǚ            

女            
female; woman; daughter

nǚ hái zi          

女孩子          

girl

ér zi           

儿子           

son

nǚ ér           

女儿           

daughter



yǒu            

有            
to have; there is; there are; to exist; to be

méi yǒu           

没有           

haven't; hasn't; doesn't exist; to not have; to not be

yī            

一            
one; 1; single; a (article); as soon as; entire; whole; all; throughout; "one" radical in Chinese characters (Kangx...

gè            

个            
individual; this; that; size; classifier for people or objects in general

èr            

二            
two; 2; (Beijing dialect) stupid

sān            

三            
surname San; three; 3



sì            

四            
four; 4

wǔ            

五            
five; 5

liǎng            

两            
two; both; some; a few; tael, unit of weight equal to 50 grams (modern) or 1⁄16 of a catty 斤 (old)

rén            

人            
man; person; people; Classifiers: 个

liù            

六            
six; 6

qī            

七            
seven; 7



bā            

八            
eight; 8

jiǔ            

九            
nine; 9

shí            

十            
ten; 10

Bái Yīng Aì          

白英爱          

Bai Ying Ai (name of a character in CLQ)

zhào piàn           

照片           

photograph; picture; Classifiers: 张



nà            

那            
that; those; then (in that case); commonly pr. [nei4] before a classifier, esp. in Beijing

zhāng            

张            
surname Zhang; to open up; to spread; sheet of paper; classifier for flat objects, sheet; classifier for votes

jǐ            

几            
how much; how many; several; a few

kǒu            

口            
mouth; classifier for things with mouths (people, domestic animals, cannons, wells etc); classifier for bites or mo...

hé            

和            
surname He; Japanese (food, clothes etc); and; together with; with; sum; union; peace; harmony; Taiwan pr. [han4] w...

xiōng dì           

兄弟           

brothers; younger brother; Classifiers: 个 ; I, me (humble term used by men in public speech); brotherly; fraternal...



jiě mèi           

姐妹           

sisters; siblings; sister (school, city etc)

dà gē           

大哥           

eldest brother; big brother (polite address for a man of about the same age as oneself); gang leader; boss

dà jiě           

大姐           

big sister; elder sister; older sister (also polite term of address for a girl or woman slightly older than the spe...

zuò            

做            
to do; to make; to produce; to write; to compose; to act as; to engage in; to hold (a party); to be; to become; to ...

gōng zuò           

工作           

to work; (of a machine) to operate; job; work; task; Classifiers: 个



dōu            

都            
all; both; entirely; (used for emphasis) even; already; (not) at all

yīng wén           

英文           

English (language)

lǜ shī           

律师           

lawyer

dà xué shēng          

大学生          

university student; college student

dà xué           

大学           

the Great Learning, one of the Four Books 四书 in Confucianism; university; college; Classifiers: 所



yī shēng           

医生           

doctor; Classifiers: 个

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 

            

            
 


